PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

CAPACITY
Cuts up to 8" crown (nested), 6-3/4" base (vertical), and crosscuts a 4x14 at 90°

DESIGN
Unique 2-Steel Rail Sliding System offers a reduced footprint and operation flush against a wall

CONVENIENCE
In-front bevel lock for convenient operation

PRECISION
Built-in laser clearly indicates line-of-cut whether blade is turning or not

RELATED PRODUCTS
1. 12" x 1" 100T Ultra-Coated Miter Saw Blade (A-94817)
2. 12" x 1" 100T Micro-Polished Miter Saw Blade (A-93734)
3. Crown Molding Stopper Set (192628-9)
4. Horizontal Vise (122470-4)
5. Compact Folding Miter Saw Stand (WST06)

FEATURES
- Increased capacity for up to 8" crown molding (vertically nested), 6-3/4" baseboard (vertical), and 15" crosscuts at 90°
- Dual dust collection ports provide excellent dust extraction performance
- Innovative direct drive motor and guard system is engineered for increased vertical cutting capacity (6-3/4")
- Linear ball bearing system engineered to deliver "dead-on" accurate cuts
- Powerful 15.0 AMP direct drive motor requires less maintenance and delivers 3,200 RPM
- Large-sized aluminum base improves stability of material for efficient cutting
- Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear life
- Miters 0-60° left and right; bevels 0-48° left and right

SPECIFICATIONS
- Blade Diameter: 12"
- Arbor: 1"
- Max. Cutting Capacity (miter 90°): 3-5/8" x 15"
- Max. Cutting Capacity (miter 45°, L/R): 3-5/8" x 10-1/2"
- No Load Speed: 3,200 RPM
- Dimensions (LxWxH): 35-1/4" x 26-1/8" x 28-1/2"
- Net Weight: 65 lbs.
- Shipping Weight: 81.6 lbs.
- UPC Code (LS1219L): 088381-854627
- UPC Code (LS1219LX): 088381-848718

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
- Dust Bag (122852-0)
- Triangular Rule (762001-3)
- Vertical Vise (126617-2)
- 12" x 1" 60T Micro-Polished Miter Saw Blade
- Hex Wrench (781044-6)
- Compact Folding Miter Saw Stand (WST06) (LS1219LX only)
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